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SUMMARY
A testing procedure has been used in the 16-foot Transonic Propulsion Wind Tunnel (PWT-16T)
at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) which leads to optimum wing airfoil
sections without stopping the tunnel for model changes. Being experimental, the optimum
shapes obtained incorporate various three.dimensional and nonlinear viscous and transonic
effects presently not included in analytical optimisation methods. The present method is a
closed-loop, computer-controlled, interacti_ procedure and employs a Self-Optimising Flexible
Technology (SOFT) wing semispan model that conformally adapts the airfoil section at two
•spanwise control stations to maximize or minimize various prescribed merit functions (e.g.,
minimum drag) subject to both equality and inequality constraints (e.g., fixed lift, maximum
spanwise differential deflection). The model, which employed twelve independent hydraulic ac-
tuator systems (nine functioned) and flexible skins, was also used for conventional testing (Ref.
1). Although six of seven optimizations attempted were at least partially convergent (several of
which are shown herein), further improvements in model skin smoothness and hydraulic
reliability are required to make the technique f_ly operational.
INTRODUCTION
Although considerable interest has been generated at this Advanced Technology Airfoil
Research conference and in the past in the analytical design of optimum airfoils (e.g., Ref. 9..4),
such methods are somewhat approximate, because of the inability of cdrrent-generation com-
puters to evaluate the flow field with sufficient accuracy and rapidity. This is esl;ecially true
under conditions of high lift or supercritical transonic flow, where boundary layer transition,
separation and possible reattachment, and shock wave interaction are among the highly non-
linear flow phenomena still beyond analytical solution. In addition, the large number of flow
field solutions required for each optimization may preclude analytical optimization of three-
dimensional wings, even with the most advanced digital computers.
The present SOFT wing optimization procedure differs from the analytical methods in that
the wind tunnel is used as an analog computer, in conjunction with a flexible and controllable
i i i
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model, to rapidly generate aerodynamic data, instead of using a digital computer for this pur-
pose.. In both cases, the data are then supplied to a computer, which controlsand optimizes wing
shape by application of nonlinear programming techniques. The SOFT wing procedure will,
however, be limited by the extent of wing articulation and degree of shape control that may be _
"obtained. with a wind tunnel model.
Under a previous contract for the U.S. Navy (ONR), General Dynamics Convair Division
fabricated and tested a two-dimensional flexible airfoil model that could be optimized in the
tunnel in a manner similar to that used for the present SOFT wing model. The 2-D model was
tested under beth low-speed and transonic conditions (Ref. 5), and employed five pairs of hy-
draulic actuators to vary leading edge radius and camber. Airfoil shape and angle of attack were
controlled "on line" to minimize drag, subject to constraints, using the gradient projection op-
timization algorithm. Satisfactory convergence was found, even with flow separation; however,
! because of the intermittent blow-down type operation of the transonic test facility, a sequence of
individual runs was required to complete a single optimization problem.
The present 3-D SOFT wing model was tested in PWT,16T at AEDC during the summer of
1977. Test Maeh numbers ranged from 0.6 to 0.925. The SOFT wing model employed twelve in.
dependent hydraulic actuator systems similar in design to those in the 2-D model. The com-
_= puter-controUod testing and optimization techniques were also similar, but the number of con-
trol channels was increased to handle the larger number of independent control variables.
I Because of the continuous operation of Tunnel 16T, continuous computer control of the wing
i could be maintained during an optimization, and under ideal circumstances, a single run in the
wind tunnel was sufficient to arrive at an optimum wing shape for a prescribed test condition.
The present paper briefly describe_ the SOFT wing model, closed-loop testing technique
and optimization p,-'ocedure, summarizes several of the optimization problems attempted, and
reviews the causes of various difficulties.
SYMBOLS
Aij Actuator positions in counts (0 _ Aij _ 1000)
CD Drag coefficient
CL Lift coefficient
F Objective function being minimized
g Vector of constraints
Ki 8tepsize of ith simultaneous mode point
M Mach number
N Iteration number
R Restoration function
S,S R Vector search directions
a Angle of attack
A Lagrange multiplier vector
Merit function to be minimized
# Independent variables (transformed)
V Gradient vector
!
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Superscript
_ T Transposed matrix
i _ * Best K; also uncorrected for weight tares
t
WIND TUNNEL MODELThe z/e-scale semispan model consisted of an existing fuselage with a flow-through nacelle, an
existing horizontal tail surface, and the three-dimensional SOFT wi_tg panel tested at leading
edge sweep angle 26°. The wing actuators, shown schematically in Figure 1, are designed to
perform tl_c following variations:
i
l Nose radius, inboard stationAll
t A12 Nose deflection about 15_ chord line, inboard station
_ A13 Nose deflection about 25% chord line, inboard station
A14 Upper surface humping, inboard station
A15 Trailing edge deflection about 65% chord line, inboard station
A16 Trailing edge deflection about 80% chord line, inboard station
A21-A26 Same as All-A16, except at outboard stations
_ All systems except for the A14, A21, and A24 actuators remained functional throughout the test,
i giving a total of ten degrees of freedom, including a. The wing was fabricated with flexible lead-
' ing edge and trailing edge skins with sliding joints to permit deflections up to 15° (nose) and 30 °
(trailing edge). The spars, skin sections, and linkages were designed to conform to a specific
target shape designated T-1 with the actuators set at the nominal positions (Figure 2). Other
target (T), envelope (E), parametric (P) and optimum (O) wing shapes tested are listed in Table
1.
The model was mounted horizontally and inverted off a sharp edge reflection plane sup-
ported from the wind tunnel sidewall. The model is shown fully assembled and installed as
tested in Figure 3.
CLOSED-LOOP TEST PROCEDURE
A closed-loop testing technique was employed to set wing shape from the time that the skins
were installed to avoid damaging the model. The block diagram of Figure 4 shows the basic ele-
ments of the control system and computer linkup. All actuator position changes were made
through the PWT DEC System 10 computer, both for conventional and optimizatio,_ runs. Con-
ventional runs were made either by stepping the actuators through a prescribed sequence of ,_
positions at fixed a and M, or by holding the actuators f'nted and fJtepping a through a
prescribed schedule.
In general, the tunnel was run continuously while making airfoil shape changes between
runs and while changing from conventional to optimization runs. Thus, even for conventional
tests, the SOFT wing showed promise of being highly efficient and productive in that no tunnel
down time was required to make model changes.
For optimization testina, the optimization program played a central role in that it gener-
ated the commal_ds for changing the A_ and a settings, as described below.
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OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM
A flow chart of the optimization procedure, which was based on the gradient projection op-
timization algorithm, is presented in Figure 5. The optimization program operates in two dis-
tinct modes: "incremental" and "simultaneous." Only the incremental mode i_ used during the
i initial iteration (and restarts), during which each active actuator and angle of attack is per-
turbed individually to generate gradient vectors V._ and V g of the merit function and active
constraints, respectively. The number of incremental mode points per iteration depends on the
number of active actuators and on the number of times the perturbations are repeated to im-
prove accuracy (termed "cycfing"). With 9 active actuators, there were 11 i_icremental mode
points per cycle.
After the incremental mod6, the recur directions Sit or S, f_r either restoring the con-
straints g - 0 or minimizing the objective function F during the next iteration, depending upon
whether any constraints were violated at the nominal incremental mode point, are calculated by
the gradient projection algorithm, which gives in matrix form:
F --_+gA
S --VF
SR - vg (vgTv g)'Zg
and
A-- (vgT Vg)" v gTv_
The next iteration begins with the simultaneouS mode, during which all a_tive actuators and a
are advanced together in the direction S or SR,as obtained from the previous iteration, through
a sequence of up to 11 test points of step size Ki. The sequence is aborted if any of the con-
straints are violated by more than the prescribed tolerance. Upon completion of the steppm_
the comliuter selects the "best" of the simultaneous mode points K* (either minimum R - gg_
or minimum F), ant} then resets the wing shape to that configuration. The incremental mode is
then repeated in preparation for the next iteration.
CONVENTION&L" RUNS
Only the conventional run data comparing the SOFTwing T-1 shape with a comparable solid°
wing model equivalent to the YJ52theoretical shape shown in Figure 2 will be presented. Figure
6 shows that wing shape T-1 experienced significantly higher drags, particularly at the higher
Mach numbers, even though T-1 was set to match the W52theoretical shape as closely as possi-
ble. The higher drag was most likely caused by the leading edge sliding _kinjoint (lap) of ap-
proximately 0.13 cm thickness that protruded out of contour on the upper surface, by a bulge
that protruded out of contour in the outboard region of the aft lower surface, and by deviations
in nose shape. The deviations in Figure 2 between the pre- and post-test T-1 shapes may account
for the scatter band in Figure 6, since the flow at trausonic conditions i_ highly sensitive to small
changes in airfoil shape (Ref. 2). It is planned to improve the SOFT wing model for subsequent
tests to approach solid model drag levek.
OPTIMIZATION RUNS
The optimization problems are summarized in Table 2, which lists Math number, merit rune-
tion, active constraints, convergence assessment, iteration number N considered optimum, and
the percentage reduction in merit function. Each optimization problem was initiated with the
'!
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wing setattheT-Itargetshape;thepercentageofC_)decreaseiswithrespectotheT-I shape ii
tested during the same (or closest) run sequence. ._
Weight tare corrections were inadvertently omitted during the on-line data reduction used
i to steerthe directionof wing optimization•Consequently,evaluationsof converge_.cewere
basedupon uncorrectedcoefficientsCL and C_),ratherthanon CL and CD.Thiserrorbiasedthe
optimizationprocedureinfavorofincreasinga at theexpenseofaftcamber.
_ (_nlyoptimizationProblem 4-2 (completedas'Problem30)willbe discussedindetail.It _Ideals with minimizing Cv for CL 0.50, subject to various inequality constraints on the actua- ,
_ tors at Mach 0.85. As shown in Figure 7, Problem 4-2 was continued for six iterations, after
whicha prematureshutdownwas experienced,due tolubricationdifficultieswitha main corn- ,•
pressorbearing.The optimizationwas thencontinuedas Problem 30,withoutreinitialization. _i
! Figure7 shows a graphicalrepresentation_f the convergenceprocess.Allconstraintsare
satisfiedfortheiterationsrepresentedby solidsymbols,whiletheopen symbolssignifythatat _
i least one constraint has been violated. Iteration 17 i3 readily seen to have *,he lowest value of C_)
with all constraints satisfied; it was, therefore, selected as optimum. The gap between Iterations
• 6 nd 7 inFigure7 was causedby helowq whilethetunnelwas shuttingdown duringIteration
6.The doublevaluesforCI)dunng Iterations12 and 14and thepoorconvergencedisplayedur-
ingthisp_riodweretheresultofexcessiveshiftsintheA 15actuatorposition.
Variationsofeach functionalactuator,a, and variousdependentdatafunctionsduring
iterationN = 11 from Problem 30 are shown in Figure8.The iteration,duringwhich C_ is
minimized,contains11 simultaneousand 22 incrementalmode pointscycledtwice.The precise
controlofactuatorpositionsand thegoodrepeatabilityoftheaerodynamicdataduringthetwo
incrementalmode cyclesareapparent.
, ConvergenceirLtheC_,C_)planeisshown inFig._re9.Alsoshown arethedragpolarsfor
theT-I wing shapesrunjustbeforeand aftertheoptimizationrun,and thatmade withtheop-
timum wing 0-30 (Iteration17).The advantageofthe0-30 wing shapeoverT-1 atthedesign
} c"L isclearlyapparent.Unfortunately,thissame reductionwas notfoundinCD becauseofthetare effects referred to previously. A correction for tare effects (made after the test for iteration
N _= 4) showed that increased trailing edge deflections, decreased angles of attack, and
decreased values of Cv would have been obtained with the tare correction included (Figure 10).
Similar optimization results are shown in Figures 11 through 18 for problems 3-2, 41-2, and
4-3 of Table 2. Problem 3-2 is similar to 4-2 and 30, except for reduced articulation (only the
A12, A15, A22, and A25 actuators were varied, subject tc, A12 = A22 and A15 ffi A25) Figure 11
demonstrated excellent convergence, although the C_ improvement (N = 20) was now much
less. The reduced articulation is apparent in Figure 12 (iteration N ffi 18), which also shows that
the simultaneous mode was aborted after the ninth point of this iteration because the c¢nstraint
on A16-A25 was violated. Figure 13 shows that the C_) reduction for the optimum wing shape
designated 0.3.2 persisted over a wide range of CL.
Problem 41-2 dealt with minimizing CI_at CI_- 0.25 with full model articulation. Excellent
convergence was obtained, and iteration N - 29 was selected as optimum (Figure 14). Iteration
N = 21 (Figure 1B) is an example of a restoration. Note that all active covstraints C_ and IAij -
AZil are restored witliin tolerance during the simultaneous mode. l"he convergence of Problem
41-2 in the C_,,C_)plane is shown in Figure 18.
f Optimization Problem 4-3 was similar to 4-2 and 30, excevt that M - 0.90 instead of 0.85.
Convergence in this case was rapid, as shown in Figure 17, with N - 10 selected as optimum.
The corresponding wing shape 0-4.3 shows a considerable improvement over the T-1 wing, ,as
seen in Figure 18. ,,
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The resultant optimum wings are compared with T-1 in Figure 19. Although the weight
tare biased the optimum shapes toward decreased aft camber, the increased leading edge droop
of the optimum shapes, especiaUy outboard, may well signify a shape modification that leads to
lower drag at moderate to hlgh CL. On the other hand, Problems 42 and 10 (Table 2) showed
marginal and no convergence, respectively. Both problems were attempted at high CL and
showed evidence of reduced control precision, possibly due to the high airloads on the actuators
and/or buffeting. Further testing with an improved SOFT wing mode| is planned to over,me
some of these difficulties and make experimental wing optimization an operational tool for the
aircraft designer.
CONCLUSIONS
A fh'st attempt has been raade at developing an experimental 3-D wing optimization procedure
involving a computer-controlled SOFT wing wind t_nnel model. Although six of seven optimiza-
tion problems attempted were at least partially convergent, difficulties were uncovered with
deviations in airfoil contour, inadequate control precision at high Cr., and hydraulic system
reliability, which increased drag levels and slowed or prevented convergence. Nevertheless, the
SOFT wing technique appears to promise a means of generating optimum airfoil and wing
shapes, which include all aerodynamic nonlinearities and viscous effects, with a saving in test
time and which might not be found by conventional testing or by numerical optindzation. Of
course, any optimum wings will be limited by model articulation, and will reflect effects of tun-
;_ nel wall interference, test Reynolds number and model deformation under airload. Plans cal! for
improving the model and performing further tests to make the technique more operational.
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*I TABLE 1.- SOFT WING SHAPES TESTED it
natimn WlngType All AIJ AI3 Al4 AI8 A18 A|! Am Au AJ4 Am AN ,-
*" T-! TaqletNo. l 1180 l0 M0 X 500 _ X _ _ X 1180 1180 VAR
T-J TarIpstNo,| l0 II 148 X _ m X 178 04 X 400 M VAR
I T4 Tm'getNo.3 10 _ SII0 X _J_ 4@8 X 10 500 X mS 54'/ VARE-I MinD efloetionBnvelope le0 100 lff X eft N Z I00 IN Z N 1O0 VAR
_ E-2 MaxDeflectioaWnveJope N8 4@1 4@8 • 7510 801 • 4@! 4@_ • Y88 728 VAR
E-$ MazDiff.Twla_ne,,,v_Lolm l0 _ _ • I0 _ • 480 10 • 480 500 VAR
! P-I T-1+6T£= _ 500 150 MS0 • 380 150 • 10 280 • 500 1180 VAR
P-$ T-l+dTl=&r 1180 MS0 M0 • M0 10 • 500 500 • U0 _50 VAR
P4 T-I x(500 460 500 • 250 1180 • 450 Mi0 • _ m'4 VAR
P-4 T-. _,d,r _ 7° 500 a0 500 • JJ0 260 • 500 500 • 500 _ VAR
Optimum, Problem50 9_J 14O _ • lU 72 • 1fib 500 • 814 iS7 8.77
O-3.1 OptJmum, ProblontS-S 1180 417 _0 • 181 500 • 4@0 280 • 131 _ fL?l
Ol_mum, ProblemO4t 43"/ _ 887 • 80 4@ • 408 _ • IN 14@
O.41.,50ptimum, Problem 41.2 733 S09 iTS • Ill gO • 508 101 • III GS 4.70
O-41.2AOpe/mum, ProbJem41 -! 72_J 500 374 • 48 ill • 576 130 • 144 go 4AS8
O-4J Optimum, Problem4J MS6 S48 Z77 • 508 500 • 579 ltS8 • IS 478 I.N
0-4.4 Opdmum, Problem4-3 417 SSl MI • 147 _JS • 539 404 • 235 1140 7.07
T = Target wing: E - Envelope wing;, P - Parametric wing; O = Optimum wing
TABLE 2.- SUMMARY OF OPTIMIZATION
PROBLEMS: AEDC 457
Problem Much Merit Convergence Best %Cb Decrease
No. No. Function ActFve Constrsin_q Properties N from Standard Wing
30 0.85 Min CD" CL = 0.5, A Twist _ 4"_ Good 17 18_
3-2 0.85 Min CD" CL _ 0.5, *'Reduced" Excellent 20 81;
Articulation..% TwAst - 0°
41-2 0.85 Min CD" CL _ 0.25, A Twi_t = 0 ± _o Excellent 19 175;
4-3 0.90 Min CD" CL = 0.50, A Twist _ 3° Excellent 1O 14K
4t 0.88 Min CD" CL = 030 A Twist = 0 ± r Very marstnai &5 95;
oacept for last
4 iterations
6-_ 0.8/5 Min CD" CL + CM/L3 _ 0,80 Excellent up to 8 18%
.%Twist<_30 N= 8
Poor for N > 9
i0 0.00 Max CL" CD" _ O.l I, .%Tw|st <_30 Poor None X
CD' _ CD •0,0494n (dq)
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FiEure 3.- Three-dlmenslonal wlng model installed in tunnel.
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HYORAULIC SYSTEM
Figure 4.- SOF_ wing closed-loop testing procedure.
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